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8 Texts For Instant Sex 
Have you ever looked at her text and wondered, “I 
want her to want to fuck me but what do I text”? 

How many times have messed up your one and only 
chance at getting laid because you didn’t know what 
to text, or because the text you DID send scared her 
off and you have no idea why? It’s happened to you, 
it’s happened to me, it’s happened to everyone. 

You have a very short window of opportunity to win a 
girl over and make her want you. Miss that window 
and you’re done for; throw in the white towel 
because she will move on to the next guy faster than 
it takes for you to look at your phone (which you will 
inevitably do dozens of times waiting for her text that 
will never come). 
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Luckily for you, you’re about to learn 8 Fail proof 
texts to send that make her want to have sex with 
you. 

Let us start with a hypothetical situation: Imagine 
you are standing in a white room that is completely 
empty. There are 

no windows, no chairs and no tables. You have no 
cell phone and your pockets empty. There is 
absolutely nothing at all happening around you and 
dead silence lls the room. 

Next  
In walks the most beautiful bikini clad super model 
you’ve ever seen in your life. 

Body toned to perfection, skin bronzed and glowing, 
hair long, black, and without a strand out of place 
with a shine that you’ve only see in commercials, lips 
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full and plump, eyelashes batting at you from green 
almond shaped eyes. She is staring 
Straight...At.....You while you both stand face-to-
face. 

Get the point?  
NOW  
What would you say to spark the conversation? 

There are no outside occurrences to talk or 
comment about, no weather to mention, no trees or 
breeze to elude to, nothing funny happening. It’s just 
YOU and HER facing each other in dead slicence. 

 
What do you talk to her about? What do you say to 
spark a conversation? What do you say to get her to 
have sex with you? 

This is what text messaging is. You and the girl you 
are texting with are in a virtual white room with 
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nothing to comment on other than what your minds 
can come up with. Since you can’t make her visually 
see anything, you will have to mentally paint a 
picture in her head with your words. 

How good are you at this? If you’re reading this then 
you are probably somewhere between horrendous 
to average at best. Luckily for you I am an expert 
and can help. 

While you are probably scared shitless of being in 
this situation, a Text god THRIVES in this 
environment because nothing- no story, no question, 
no joke, no innuendo, no irtation is off the table. 
There is nothing stopping you from making 

her laugh, making her inquisitive, making her 
sexually attracted to you, making her want to tear 
your clothes off and fuck you.  
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I’ll impart some of the wisdom I’ve acquired 
throughout the years to help you survive in this 
wilderness of texting. 

Maybe you’ve been texting for a long time, maybe 
you’ve only begun to experiment with it. Maybe you 
know you suck at texting and maybe, just maybe, 
you think you’re bad ass at it. 

Either way, I want to help you get your hand off your 
phone and get her hand on your cock. 

These 8 texts cover the full spectrum of texting. 
Some are very aggressive yet smart and direct and 
others are softer and more playful. ALL of them 
elude to sex and all of them WILL get you laid when 
done correctly. 

Here we go- 
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#1. The fact that your 
mental attraction is as 
strong as your physical 
attraction makes me want 
you in both ways. 
When to send this- 

I send this text after I’ve done two things. First, I 
make sure I’ve made her aware of the fact that I’m 
physically attracted to her body. I do this is by 
following what is called “Pre-sex irt texting” (There is 
an entire chapter dedicated to this in Text God). 
Second, I make sure I have challenged her 
intelligence in a good, playful 
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way by finding out how much she knows or how 
smart she is. 

Once these two things have been accomplished, I 
then send this text in order to combine the physical 
and mental, making it obvious that I want her both 
ways. 

What to expect: 

Expect a girl to be genuinely impressed by this text 
and to text you back a heartfelt answer. No guy has 
ever sent her a text this intelligent so be prepared to 
use her response to go in for the kill and invite her 
out or invite her over. 

When I send this to a girl it elevates her view of me 
from just another douche bag who wants to lay her, 
to an intelligent guy who recognizes and appreciates 
both her 
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intelligence and her physical attributes. This is one 
of those texts that get a girl to say “Awwww that was 
so nice”. Even if you don’t think she’s smart at all 
and are just trying to get laid, don’t forget that 
Perception is everything. 

2. What’s the craziest thing 
you’ve ever done in bed? 
I use this text when I’ve either already hooked up 
with a girl or have irted with her to the point where 
she knows we are de nitely going to fuck in the near 
future. 

The response:  
No matter what she says, you always respond with 
“Meh, Let’s beat that” 
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First, this shows her you are not impressed and true 
bad asses are never impressed when they know 
they can do better. It sparks the though of, “Wow, if 
he’s not impressed by my craziest sex story, I 
wonder what secret he knows that is better than my 
best”. When a women tells you what the craziest 
thing she’s done in bed, realize that she is putting 
herself out there and literally asking you to come 
take her and show her an amazing time. She is 
being completely honest with you about one of the 
most private things about herself. Getting a girl to 
respond to this text means a two things, rst that she 
is comfortable with you, second that she likes you, 
and most importantly that she wants to fuck you. 

What to expect: 

Expect a girl to want you to deliver to that promise. 
You’d better be ready to be  
a stud in bed. If you’re not ready for that challenge 
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then throw in the towel and become celibate 
because this girl is literally ASKING you to blow her 
mind in bed. 

3. What’s one thing you’ve 
always wanted to do but 
have always held back 
from doing? 
I send This text when I want a girl to break out of her 
shell. You should be able to tell when a girl is holding 
back and not given you the real her. This will help 
you get her to step out of that bubble she’s in. When 
you nally get her to break out of her shell , she will 
become excited because she doesn’t know where 
this will lead to and because she nally isn’t getting 
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the same boring conversation she gets from all the 
other lame guys. 

What to expect: 

Expect this to get her to start thinking about things 
she’s always wanted to do. Goals yet unattained, 
dreams and adventures not yet had. The fact that 
she is thinking about her dreams and you in the 
same instance and that you are the source of those 
good thoughts will immediately put you in a positive 
position with her and make you something she 
wants more of. 

When I send this text, I like to have fun with it. 
Anything she responds with, whether it be, “I’ve 
always wanted to sky dive”, or “I’ve always wanted 
to visit this museum”, or anything else, I will respond 
with, “Well guess what we’re doing next week”.... 
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You’ve literally just gotten her to give you the best 
idea for a date. Congratulations you are that much 

closer to getting laid. 

4. Are you a betting 
person? 
This is a fun one because its playful but opens the 
door to a variety of responses you can give which 
can steer the conversation anywhere you want it to 
go. It also   

gives you insight as to what kind of person she is 
and what she identifes in her mind as ‘pushing the 
limits’. 

If she responds with “Yes” to your text. Reply with 

“Perfect. Let’s play a game. If the craziest thing 
you’ve done is better that the craziest thing I’ve 
done, I’ll give you $100. You rst” 
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I have gotten responses like:  
“I just realized I haven’t really done anything really 
crazy in my life.” “You’re de nitely crazier than I am”  
“Trust me I will win” 

Either way, what ever her response is, use it for your 
gain.  
You can challenge her and say  
“Really, that’s it? We need to do something more fun 
that” 

“Damn, that’s very adventurous, I can only imagine 
what you’re like in bed” “Let’s beat that” 

What to expect: 

Expect her to give you an opening to invite her 
somewhere fun with you. The old saying “Girls just 
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wanna have fun” is true. If a girl sees you as being 
fun and exciting to be around, well then you’ve 
already won half the battle. 

5. Guess where you’re 
going Tuesday... 
I use this text to get a girl to go out with me. ASKING 
a girl out is for guys who don’t like getting laid and 
like getting told “No”. TELLING a girl where she is 
going will yield far better results. The trick here is 
that as soon as she says “Where?” She is 
subconsciously agreeing to go out with you but just 
doesn’t know where because you haven’t told her 
yet. 

When you send this text and get a, “Where” 
response, you become the source of intrigue and of 
information. Women like Men who take the lead. You 
never see Leonardo DiCaprio ask a girl if she’s ok 
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with having a salad, he just takes her to dinner and 
she goes with him. When you tell her you’ve already 
set up a date 

for her, it translate into the fact that you take the 
initiative which is what women like. When you have 
to ask a girl where she wants to go on any particular 
day, it 

makes you seem indecisive by looking for her to tell 
you where she wants to go. Don’t do this. 

What to expect: 

Expect her to say “Where?”. Be ready to give her an 
answer and make it GOOD. Don’t meet her intrigue 
with somewhere lame, make it fun. Remember, 
being fun is half the battle. 
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I personally like to reply with, “Over to my place for 
dinner and wine tomorrow” The reason I like this is 
because that’s the easiest place to get laid. Why 
would I go somewhere where there’s no bed in 
immediate sight? 

6. Sounds like you’re 
trying to make me your sex 
slave...I usually charge for 
that but I’ll give you a free 
30 day trial. 
I use this whenever a girl asks me to do something 
for her. It’s a playful way to give her the option of 
saying yes. If she says “Ok” or anything to that 
effect, it means she’s down for sex obviously, but it 
also does more than that; it brings 
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up sex in a playful manner without being so forward 
or direct. A girl will only fuck you when she feels 
comfortable with you. Being able to bring up sex 
comfortably and in an carefree way will make you 
seem suave even though you may not be at all. The 
easier it is for her to talk about sex with you the 
easier it will be for her to say yes. Sex is one of the 
hardest subject to talk about, even though it’s on 
everyones mind all the time. Guys especially have a 
very hard way of vocalizing sex without sounding 
like a creep. 

Because I’m so nonchalant about sex and it comes 
so often for me, I can talk about it to girls in a 
carefree way. Because I have a lot of sex it makes 
me 

comfortable enough to bring up sex in a playful 
manner as if it’s no big deal. Sex should be fun and 
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women want to have fun so what are you waiting 
for? 

Bringing up Fun and sex is a dynamite combination 
that when used right will get her in bed faster than 
you can take your pants off. 

 

7. hmm..I was thinking 
about having sex with you 
but now I’m not sure.. 
I like using this when a girl says something that 
makes herself look dumb or makes an error. It takes 
a bad ass to send this text message and most men 
including yourself wouldn’t normally send this and 
that’s exactly why most men don’t get laid unless 
you consider jacking off to a soulless computer 
screen as getting laid. This text creates what is 
called a give and take. First you give her the 
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knowledge that you WERE going to have sex with 
her (Give) but now you’re not sure (take away). No 
one likes things to be taken away from them even if 
it’s the promise of something in the future. 

What to expect: 

Expect her to say something like “lol oh and why is 
that” Then, respond by telling her the mistake she 
made and say something like “It’s ok, I think we can 
get past this and still make it happen” 

This is another playful way to bring up sex and give 
her the validation girls are looking for that yes I will 
have sex with you. You get the “Will he or won’t he” 
question in her mind out of the way. I always make 
girls I’m trying to fuck, aware of the fact that I would 
have sex with them. It makes them know you’re not 
just looking for a friendship but instead are looking 
for more. 
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Have some fun with it. The more you send this text 
the better you’ll get at being comfortable with 
sending it and the better you get responding to her 
response. 

8. I want you 
Sounds simple but always remember, you can say 
so much with so little. 

You don’t have to write paragraphs about how you 
want a girl, just tell her “I want you”. 

I use this text all the time because I like to get 
straight to the point and you should too. Trust me, 
you’ll save yourself a lot of time this way. Most men 
try to be really elegant or beat around the bush 
when they try to tell a girl they want them and do it 
so poorly that either the girl can’t tell that you want 
her or you seem lame and disingenuous when you 
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do finally tell her. Keep it simple stupid, less is more 
in this case. 

When to send this 

Send this text after you’ve irted with her and now 
you want to get to the next level. 

What to expect: 

Expect a girl to say something as straight forward as 
what you sent her. 

I love when I get this as a response  
“Well then come get it”  
This means game over, you’re about to get laid. 

If she says anything that doesn’t hint towards you 
having sex, you haven’t irted enough but at least 
now she knows you want her and you can stop 
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worrying about if she knows that you want her or 
not. 

I can’t tell you how many times this simple text has 

gotten me laid. Go and do likewise gentlemen. 

Click here now, if you’re 
ready to 
sleep with most of the girls 
already in your phone and 
invest in the Complete 67 
BEST Texts System today! 
˃˃ 
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